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Justin B

on
11/01/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Works great. As advertised. Plenty of velocity out of the 5.25 inch barrel 











Terrance C

on
12/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I BOUGHT THIS GUN IN JULY OF LAST YEAR. IT IS A GREAT GUN, HAVE HAVE PUT SEVERAL THOUSAND ROUNDS THROUGH IT WITH ZERO JAMS. I USE FEDERAL 9MM AMMO FROM WALMART. HAVING 2-17 ROUND CLIPS CAN BE SEEN AS A PLUS OR MINUS DEPENDING ON YOUR VIEW. IT'S EASY TO CLEAN AND TAKE APART AS WELL AS PUT BACK TOGETHER. BEING THAT THIS WAS MY FIRST GUN I WAS VERY PLEASED WITH IT, SINCE SHOOTING OTHER GUNS I HAVE REALIZED THAT THE TRIGGER PULL ON THIS ONE IS LONG, DIDN'T BOTHER ME MUCH THOUGH. IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A NICE REASONABLE FIREARM THIS IS A GREAT CHOICE!!!!! 











Anthony A

on
04/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I recently bought this gun after returning home from a deployment with the USAF and this gun is amazing! The grip feels very comfortable, texture is right on and not too ridged, slide operates smoothly, the sights were spot on (2-3" groups at 10 yds), trigger takes a little to get used to primarily because of the long travel BUT the trigger reset is very short, making double/triple taps very simple. Recoil is super smooth, not snappy at all. Very controlable and is very easy on the hands. I have put about 200-300 rounds through it, primarily Federal, Winchester, and PMC and it fed very smoothly. Has not had any feed problems and 0 FTF. Take down is super easy. Mags are hard to load up to full cap first few times, no big deal. This is my carry weapon because it carries very well. Its actually very easy to conceal and its very light for what it is and the size of the weapon! Cant complain with having 17 rounds. I use the Federal HST tactical ammo for personal protection and this weapon feeds those rounds without a problem! Shipping was super fast and the price was beyond amazing! No one else came within $200 of buds! If you are thinking of getting one, dont think, just order it! You will not be disappointed. 











Rafael Ramirez F

on
03/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Well what can I say about this gun but that is the best deal in Bud's arsenal in any caliber. Mine is a 9mm Stainless and I"L love it!! Gonna get me a 45 acp before they Run out of stock. Looks and finish in this gun are first class, and the trigger is smooth and lite. I"L own other guns but this one will be my favorite. About Bud's gun shop, well it tucked 3 phone calls and 30 days waiting to get my gun shipped to me. 











Kurt R

on
03/04/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun! Cannot believe how accurate it is. I bought this gun for my wife so i can have my Glock 17 back and to be honest i like this gun just as good. Very good gun for the price. Had a few jams in the first 20 rounds i shot, broke it down and cleaned it, functioned perfectly since then. Do not hesitate to buy! Thanks Buds Guns for your awesome service. 











Paul S

on
02/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love it ! Love it ! love it ! you will to Very nice gun . Wife won't give it back say's its her gun. next is the 40 S& W 











David M

on
02/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Price and very fast shipping from Bud's Gun Shop, BUT the FFL dealer I choosed that is one the green Preffered missed the delivery once already and im not very happy cause that, BUT Bud's work was perfect, Thank You very Much im very Satisfied. 











Paul R

on
01/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my forth Taurus. I have not been disappointed. Hope my wife likes it as much as I do. 











Johnny M

on
01/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first time buying from Bud's Gun Shop! I was very pleased with the short turn around! I received my 9mm today and the 24/7 OSS 9mm is great! I am very glad that I got it! I have fired 34rounds ! It was right on and great balance! I also have the 24/7 pro LS in 45cal I have shot about 250 rounds and it has been great!!! I love each of my 24/7's!!! If you are looking for a nice side arm this one is great!! Better get it before they are gone!! 











Jeremy H

on
12/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First of all thanks Bud's for a flawless transaction. Secondly thanks to Michael Sipes Enterprises for a painless transfer, anyone in the Chicago western suburbs should use your service. As for the gun, I love it! I was considering the 24/7 pro titanium but just couldn't get past the Heine straight 8 sights (I'm used to the low profile 3 dot in my Ruger P95) They just don't jive with me. Right out of the box this gun is "dirty" with preservative. I thought I had it cleaned and lubed well enough with Rem wipes but I was wrong. It failed to feed 5 times in the first mag, but that was ALL my fault. I stripped it and lubed it with a traditional liquid lube at the range and proceeded to fire 200 failure-free rounds. Very accurate, a breeze to strip, such a smooth trigger, and lots of features. If you ask me everyone with an XD or Glock is wasting their money. Now I want one in .45!!! 











Mark D

on
12/02/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun very accurate , too bad Taurus stopped making it. Get them while they last 











Brian M

on
09/09/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










1 more update , i took my wife to shoot it along with my dad . first off my wife has never shot a hand gun and to be honest i had little faith she would do well . i was wrong . she got of to a rough start half a mag and after that she way nailing bulls eyes one after the other . my jaw dropped ! was it her or the gun? my dad brought a ruger 9mm with illuminated front and adjustable rear sights , beautiful gun . she tried shooting that gun and so did i and both of us sucked salty balls . my dad shot ours , he shot better than the both of us and he started asking how much was it were did we get it and how long did it take for it to arrive . im pretty sure he wants one too. he dogged it on the way up to the range saying its a throw away pistol and i should of asked him for advice ya ya ya and then walked away wanting one for himself funny funny funny. as for my wife she is now a gun nut . she used to not want to mess around with any gun , now she is hooked . i own a remington 700 sps tactical and a sks . she kicks butt with those also . especially the rem 700 . i feel safer knowing that she can defend the house when im at work . all that is left now is to take her on a pig hunt and pop her cherry . hope i get to use the taurus on a hunt some time . see what kind of holes it can make . i could not be more happy . 300 rounds so far and no issues . best monet i ever spent . cheap ammo fun and reliable what more could anyone ask for. 











Ernie S

on
09/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Update to a previous post...I have put 800 rounds through this gun and have had ZERO, exactly no problems with feeds, ejections or otherwise. This gun is truly solid and accurate. Highly recommend for the price. 











Brian M

on
08/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










so the verdict is in , for my prior post . no ftf,fte . i shot 7 yards the trigger was pritty light but i figured it out in the first two clips . i have never owned a handgun before so i am bias . 7 yards a little all over the place first clip . second clip way better all in the big round circle . 3rd clip 3 yards i blew out the center nothing left . brand new target 4th clip blew out the center . ran out of ammo . i am glad i purchased this gun and brand .the best money i could have spent . i will buy more taurus guns.this gun rocks!!!!!!!! i know i will get better and more accurate . the gun is way better than i am for sure . i have a lot to learn . i am so happy . 











Brian M

on
08/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










just got it home yesterday . the ffl dealer told me to give it a good cleaning , when the gun is made they pack it with cosmoline so it wont rust , not a lube at all more like a preservative than anything . most people that give bad reviews never mention if they cleaned and lubed there gun . odds are they don't , they take it to the range and have issues ftf , fte . so i cleaned it and i am happy to see the inner workings of the gun and cant wait to shoot it . ill repost my finding when i go next week as for the gun i am excited but all thing aside i will try to be objective . 











Ernie S

on
08/09/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got this gun last week and put 300 rounds through it over the weekend with flawless performance. Very accurate and nice handling pistol. EASY breakdown in seconds. I really love the gun. The gun did require a good bit of clean-up out of the box to remove the cosmeline from the outside and the stiff grease from the slide rails. Bud's shipped the gun lightning fast and I will without a doubt purchase more guns from Bud's in the future. 











William H

on
05/28/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first buy from buds and i will be doing business with them again but shipping was slow it took 10 days to arrive but other than that gun is great gun would suggest for a first time buyer best things about it price, unlimited lifetime warranty , 1 year membership to NRA, high capacity cheap to shoot and very accruate for such a cheap gun shot 2oo rounds through it not a malfunction if you are worried about buying this gun dont be awsome weapon hope this helps you out! 











Ron J

on
03/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first online buy and Buds is one of the Top Places to buy from. Easy transaction and everything with the FFL good, shipping only took 6 days! The Taurus 24/7 OSS: I dont care what anyone says about questioning the reliability of a Taurus, this is a very impressive firearm. The gun comes with a nice carry case, 2 mags, some safety keys, and a cleaning brush. The weight of the pistol is very balanced and the end of the barrel is weighted just right to account for the recoil . I put about 20 rounds at 8yrds and was very consistant: 1.5in groupings (a couple right on top of the other too). At like 15 yrds: 2in groupings, also did a quick draw and nailed it dead center. I am not the best shot by any means but this gun feels great. The ONLY con for this gun is the trigger pull, it will take some getting use to. I am use to stiffer triggers like my kimber 1911. That is the only thing that, for the first time shooting it , was the only kinky thing. Breakdown is a breeeeeeeze. It takes about 2 minutes the first time and is very simple: 4 main parts. I think this is a great buy and would advise anyone to buy one. I love this 9mm! 











Mark L

on
01/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very Pleased with Bud's for my first internet firearm purchase.bought this Taurus auto not a misfire one looks and feels great. They were fast and not a hitch at the ffl dealer. 











Michael R

on
11/02/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very Pleased with Bud's for my first internet firearm purchase.Everything went smooth and quick with shipping and FFL Transfer.I like the Taurus 24/7 very much.Will definitely be coming back to Bud's for future purchases.Thanks. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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